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OverviewOverview

�� Global AI updateGlobal AI update

�� Potential impacts Potential impacts 

on vector controlon vector control

�� ChallengesChallenges
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IntroductionIntroduction

�� Rapid spread of high path avian Rapid spread of high path avian 
influenza Asian H5N1 subtypeinfluenza Asian H5N1 subtype

��30 affected countries30 affected countries

��15 new countries since Feb 1, 200615 new countries since Feb 1, 2006

�� Highest risk still close contact with Highest risk still close contact with 
backyard poultrybackyard poultry

�� Recent transmission to wild birdsRecent transmission to wild birds
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Asian HPAI Epizootics
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Europe HPAI Epizootics

˙
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Europe HPAI Epizootics

˙
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Africa HPAI Epizootics
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Human H5N1 Update: 2003 Human H5N1 Update: 2003 –– Feb. 20, 2006Feb. 20, 2006

http://www.who.int/csr/disease/avian_influenza/country/cases_table_2006_02_20/en/index.html
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Role of Wild BirdsRole of Wild Birds

�� Reservoirs for LPAIReservoirs for LPAI

�� Recent data indicate several wild bird species Recent data indicate several wild bird species 

can become ill and die due to H5N1can become ill and die due to H5N1

�� Increasing role as a possible reservoir for H5N1 Increasing role as a possible reservoir for H5N1 

in past yearin past year

�� Geographic spread of virus (Africa, Europe) Geographic spread of virus (Africa, Europe) ––

still primarily via poultrystill primarily via poultry

�� No human cases related to wild birdsNo human cases related to wild birds

�� Early H5N1 detection in Europe Early H5N1 detection in Europe 
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Wild Bird SurveillanceWild Bird Surveillance

�� Focused on early detectionFocused on early detection

�� 5 surveillance strategies 5 surveillance strategies 

�� Mortality events, live birds, hunter killed, Mortality events, live birds, hunter killed, 

sentinels, environmentsentinels, environment

�� Enhancing wild bird surveillance in U.S. Enhancing wild bird surveillance in U.S. 

this spring/summer (more on Friday)this spring/summer (more on Friday)

�� Increased chance of detection in 2006Increased chance of detection in 2006
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Initial Detection in U.S.  Initial Detection in U.S.  

�� Impacts to all of U.S. and N. AmericaImpacts to all of U.S. and N. America

�� Potential impacts to vector controlPotential impacts to vector control

�� WNV surveillance WNV surveillance –– dead bird reportingdead bird reporting

�� Sentinel chickensSentinel chickens

�� Occupational safety Occupational safety 
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Potential Impacts Potential Impacts 

to Vector Control  to Vector Control  

�� Dead bird WNV surveillance programDead bird WNV surveillance program
�� Public inquiries for AI testingPublic inquiries for AI testing

�� Dead bird reporting volumeDead bird reporting volume

�� Dead bird lab submissionsDead bird lab submissions

�� Safety concerns if AI detected in local areaSafety concerns if AI detected in local area

�� InIn--house testing (house testing (VecTestVecTest kits, etc.)kits, etc.)

�� Develop scripts/protocols to route callsDevelop scripts/protocols to route calls

�� Focus on strategic species / seasonFocus on strategic species / season

�� Dead birds may not be in suitable condition for Dead birds may not be in suitable condition for 
AI testingAI testing

�� Train and prepare staff  Train and prepare staff  -- dead bird handling, lab dead bird handling, lab 
testingtesting
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Potential Impacts Potential Impacts 

to Vector Control  to Vector Control  

�� Sentinel chicken surveillanceSentinel chicken surveillance

�� Quarantine may affect bird movementQuarantine may affect bird movement

�� Possible transmission to chickensPossible transmission to chickens

�� Safety concerns for workersSafety concerns for workers

�� May be requested to test for AI if local May be requested to test for AI if local 

outbreakoutbreak

�� Train staff on disease recognition/reportingTrain staff on disease recognition/reporting

�� Develop plans for lab testing if necessaryDevelop plans for lab testing if necessary

�� BiosecurityBiosecurity measuresmeasures
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Potential Impacts Potential Impacts 

to Vector Control  to Vector Control  

�� Occupational health and safetyOccupational health and safety

�� Dead bird / Sentinel chicken handlingDead bird / Sentinel chicken handling

�� Environmental exposuresEnvironmental exposures

�� Review CDC, NIOSH, USGS Review CDC, NIOSH, USGS 

recommendationsrecommendations

�� Develop plans if local AI outbreakDevelop plans if local AI outbreak

�� Train staff Train staff 
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ChallengesChallenges

�� Numerous AI entry routes to U.S.Numerous AI entry routes to U.S.

�� Current H5N1 strain persistingCurrent H5N1 strain persisting

�� Increased concern for role of wild Increased concern for role of wild 

birds and impacts to other programsbirds and impacts to other programs

�� Lack of control methods for wild birdsLack of control methods for wild birds
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ConclusionsConclusions

�� Global spread of H5N1 Global spread of H5N1 

�� Detection / epizootic of H5N1 in U.S. will Detection / epizootic of H5N1 in U.S. will 

have impact on local vector control have impact on local vector control 

programsprograms

�� Anticipating and planning for H5N1 will Anticipating and planning for H5N1 will 

minimize impacts to vector surveillance minimize impacts to vector surveillance 

and control programsand control programs
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Questions?

bsun@dhs.ca.gov; 916-552-9740
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Questions?

bsun@dhs.ca.gov; 916-552-9740


